Two components of long-term potentiation in mossy fiber-induced excitation in hippocampus.
Experiments were made in thin transverse sections of the guinea pig hippocampus to clarify whether tetani to a heterosynaptic input can induce long-term potentiation (LTP) in the absence of seizure discharges and whether the heterosynaptic LTP occurs in a monosynaptic or polysynaptic pathway. Early and late responses were differentiated in field potentials elicited in region CA3 by mossy fiber stimulation. The LTP of the early response was specific to a tetanized pathway, whereas heterosynaptic LTP was observed in the late response in the absence of seizure discharges. The magnitude of LTP of the early response was significantly smaller than that of the late response. LTPs of the early and late responses were not induced at a low Ca2+ concentration. A brief exposure to a high Ca2+ solution resulted in a long-lasting potentiation of both the early and late responses. Counterparts to the early and late responses were recorded from the distal dendritic layer in reversed polarities. The intracellular counterpart to the late response was a slow depolarization superimposed on the peak and falling phase of excitatory postsynaptic potentials. These results suggest that LTP of the early response reflects enhanced transmission through synapses between mossy fibers and CA3 neurons and LTP of the late response reflects modified interaction among postsynaptic neurons.